SMARTMIG 182 230V - 1 Φ
Ref. 033184

Single phase full size 180A MIG/MAG welding unit. Ideal for general workshop use. Perfectly suited for non intensive work for assembly, repair maintain steel, stainless steel or aluminium section or sheet. Easy to use intuitive « SMART » control panel.

**MIG PROCESSES: 2 IN 1**

- **GAS** Ø 0.6 - 1mm wire.
- **NO GAS** For outdoor welding with a Ø 0.9 – 1.2mm wire. *kit no gaz (041240)*

**PROFESSIONAL ACCESSORIES**

- Supplied with 150A torch (length 3m). Euro torch connection for easy wire and liner change.
- Powerful 40W motor for a smooth and constant wire speed.
- For use with Æ 200mm (5kg) and 300 mm (15kg) wire reel.

**ENERGY EFFICIENT AND CONVENIENT**

- Low current consumption, pluggable on a single 230V – 16A socket, (13A in UK).
- It can be used on a 6KVA generator.

**SMART CONTROL PANEL**

Ideal settings are indicated, just select the type and diameter of wire used, then the thickness of the metal. The SMART control panel makes it easy to set the voltage (4 positions) and the wire speed.

---

### ACCESSORIES

**Torch MB15 kit (150A)** *(Not included)*

Composition:
- Ø0.6 M6 steel/stainless (x 5)
- Ø0.8 M6 steel/stainless (x 5)
- Ø0.8 M6 Alu (x 5)
- Contact tips supports 150A (x 3)
- Springs for nozzle (x 5)
- Nozzles 150A (x 3)

---

Adjust your welding parameters in few seconds with the intuitive settings.